INTRODUCTION
============

Background
----------

The emergency department (ED) performance is a vital sector for emergency medicine; the establishment of a universal standard and a robust measurement has been challenging a plethora of researchers over the last decades.^[@R1]--[@R5]^ For that reason, the current methods of comparing performances from different EDs can be questionable at some points.^[@R6]--[@R9]^ The key to this global issue could be the discovery of a criterion standard which can reflect the real performance of any ED.^[@R7]^

The typical measurements which have been endorsed by the regulatory bodies can detect the variations of the ED performance in certain levels.^[@R2],[@R4],[@R6],[@R10]^ However, this presents results for the ED performance in essential variation managements individually and retrospectively,^[@R4]^ while the time efficiency issue is rarely discussed. A solution to this problem is to utilize a kinetic analysis, which will result in creating a criterion standard in order to provide a reliable estimation to ED providers, implementation plan designers, medical auditors, and health insurance payers. By applying a standard as such, more valid and practical data can be collected for ED improvement, development, innovation, as well as efficiency.

A substantial measurement of ED performance could provide the definite guidance needed, for the prevention, the mitigation, and even the preparedness phase of the emergency management of EDs.^[@R11],[@R12]^ For the healthcare systems, the real performance of EDs depends mostly on the teamwork of the ED providers^[@R13]^; in this research this workforce is introduced as ED medical personnel unit (EDMPU). Such an ED performance measurement is mainly determined by the interrelationship between the EDMPUs and the patients.

Regarding the ED performance measures and benchmarks, the summits of emergency medicine experts have proposed a set of metrics and definitions.^[@R14],[@R15]^ One major objective of the summits is to develop the consensual terms for ED patient flow and operational performance. Furthermore, Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) and The Joint Commission (TJC) have already commenced to incorporate ED patient flow standards in their performance measurements and accreditation programs.^[@R16],[@R17]^ In other words, the ED performance measurements can be obtained by a consistent standard or parameter deduced from the ED patient flow.^[@R18]^

It is widely accepted that a "healthier ED" is more efficient than a delicate ED in general, because the ED performance has an improved patient flow. Therefore, this study aims at measuring the ED performance via the efficiency analysis of the ED patient flow.

The EDs under the same pattern of management for a long period will cultivate a characterized manner for the ED operational processes with the arrival patients. The ED admitted patients are random events; yet, the ED providers render an established procedure to all the patients from arrival to departure. The flow of retented patients (S) in the ED processes can be presented physically and generally as a velocity of ED departure (V). These 2 major variants, S and V, may contain a constant which can reveal the interactions between them.

In order to discover an appropriate and reliable constant for ED performance from these 2 variants, this research applies the philosophy of the kinetics. Briefly, an interest object or phenomenon with a consistent result of performance, actions, behaviors, or functions in a large time horizon can be observed by the use of kinetic analysis. For example, during the catalysis reaction in enzyme kinetics,^[@R19]^ the substrate binds to the enzyme in a confined space which results in forming products. In like manner, the ED processes are compared to the enzyme catalysis procedures; an EDMPU can be analogized as an enzyme and the retented patients as the substrate. The EDMPUs taking care of the retented patients in an ED can be related to the reaction of the enzyme binding the substrate in restricted circumstances. Therefore, the catalysis efficiency of the enzyme could be compared to the performance of the EDMPU, and the comprehensive concept of enzyme kinetics could be adopted to deduce the parameters for the ED performance evaluation.

Importance
----------

What is the criterion standard for the ED performance and the ED efficiency? Which standard can be universal and used as a reliable reference for any ED provider, so to establish an implementation plan to improve the ED performance and the patient flow? This study presents the idea of ED kinetics and tries to contribute to the study of ED performance.

Goals of This Investigation
---------------------------

This study focuses mainly on 2 subjects. The first subject investigates techniques which could develop a method of kinetic studies for ED performance measurements; whereas the second attempts to determine a global criterion standard for the ED performance.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Ethical Disclosure
------------------

The study was reviewed by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) at Changhua Christian Medical Center (IRB project no. 130303), which judged it to be exempt from further IRB review. The IRB waived the requirement for informed consent for this study.

Definitions
-----------

The definitions and terminologies follow the consensus of the ED experts in the ED performance measures and benchmarking summits.^[@R14],[@R15]^ However, certain definitions are specified to prevent ambiguous statements.

### ED Departure

The physical departure of patients from the ED treatment space for all categories of patients, including admitted, discharged, observation, and behavioral health patients.

### ED Length of Stay (LOS)

The duration time of patients in the ED treatment space from arrival to departure. This is tracked for the following subsets of patients: admitted, discharged, observation, and behavioral health patients.

### ED Medical Personnel Unit (EDMPU)

The EDMPU is the building block of the medical personnel workforce for the ED kinetic calculations. One EDMPU can be defined as a basic unit of the ED workforce which provides certain ED medical services. In this research, 1 EDMPU is the sufficient ED workforce which can offer medical care to 1 patient per 1 working bed.

### ED Working Bed

The ED beds which are practically managed by the EDMPUs to render emergency care in the ED treatment space are defined as ED working beds. For most hospitals, the ED working beds are equal to the ED licensed beds. Additionally, the ED licensed beds can be specified into several classes for different patients such as waiting in-patient beds or planning to go home. These beds would be separated from the ED treatment space in certain hospitals; however, this research focuses on the major workforce of the EDMPUs, so they will be excluded from the ED working beds.

### Retented Patient

Retended patients are the patients in an ED before departing the ED treatment space regardless whatever ED process is followed.

Study Design
------------

The input-throughput-output conceptual model of ED crowding^[@R20]^ can be compared to the procedure of enzyme catalysis. Accordingly, patients are analogized as substrates during the input stage. For the throughput stage, as the substrate is subjected to the enzyme for a specific catalytic reaction, equally, the patients are given medical treatment in EDs by the EDMPUs. In the output stage, the products, which are the modified substrates, separate from the enzymes, same way as the retented patients depart from the ED treatment spaces. A proposed relationship between the enzyme-catalyzed process and the input-throughput-output conceptual model is depicted in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}.

![The comparisons between the enzyme catalysis pathway and conceptual model of ED crowding. The transient state of both models is indicated as "∗," while symptoms in enzyme catalysis pathway are presented in an italic style. E, enzyme; ED, emergency department; EDMPU, emergency department medical personnel unit; P, product/ED departure patient; S, substrate/retented patient; t, time; V, catalysis reaction rate/ED departure velocity.](medi-95-e2972-g012){#F1}

The kinetic analysis of EDs is focused on the 2 major variants of the ED retented patients (S) and the ED departure velocity (V) as it is suggested by Michaelis-Menten equation.^[@R21]^ For the throughput stage, the retented patients in EDs are defined as substrate as in enzyme kinetics, whereas the patients who depart the ED treatment space (P) as product. Therefore, the V can be presented as P divided by a given time (t) of the LOS. The average S, V, and P are represented by  , , and  , respectively. In the kinetic procedure, an independent event is delimited by an observed hour so a time series from 0 to 23 represents 24 independent events in a day for both   and  .

Setting and Selection of Participants
-------------------------------------

The participants collected for this study are from the EDs of Changhua Christian Medical Center and the 5 branched hospitals; Erlin, Lukang, Nantou, Yumin Hospital, and Yunlin Christian Hospital, all located in Taiwan. The participants are real cases without any contrived screening. The total number of the collected cases and the background information of each related ED are shown in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Background Information and Collected Cases of the 6 Emergency Departments

![](medi-95-e2972-g018)

Data Collection and Processing
------------------------------

The database of the electronic medical records of every ED is collected and retrieved for the patients' ED arrival and departure time for the period between 2010 and 2013. The arrival time starts being recorded when the patients are first contacted by the ED staff, while the departure time is being recorded after the disposition decision is completed by the physicians for the physical departure of a patient from an ED treatment space. In order to analyze the ED kinetics, each daily record of 2010 is classified hourly into series from 0 to 23, and then the   and   in an observed hour of the whole year are calculated for plot analyses. The S for a certain hour is the number of the retented patients in the EDs, regardless if they were boarded in different hours. More specifically, the S is the sum of the ED remaining patients at the beginning of a certain hour and all the new arrivals for this hour. The velocity equation is defined as  , where t is an exact hour; in this research, t is restricted to 1. The results of S and V for an exact hour are subjected to trim the outliers by applying the Z-score method.^[@R22],[@R23]^ The outliers are trimmed beyond the range of −3 \< Z \< 3; therefore, the S and V outliers will be excluded from the   and the   calculations. The percentage of outliers in S and V is less than 2% for all cases.

Primary Data Analysis
---------------------

### Plot Analysis

For the first time, the   plots are applied to expound the ED kinetics; the   plots of the 6 hospitals are shown in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. These diagrams indicate patterns of closed cycles in time series which could be separated to an upper and a lower curve at the 2 critical end points of 6th- and 22nd hour. Additionally, the ED busy hours can be observed since the patient arrivals exceed the patient departures in a certain hour via the boxplot analysis. The lower curve of the   diagrams is appropriate for ED performance investigations, because the time period from the 6th- to the 22nd-hour covers the whole spectrum of the ED busy hours in general. This study focuses on that specific time period to deduce all the kinetic parameters in the subsequent experiments. More specifically, the data of the lower curve were examined by the try-and-error method to establish a linear relation between   and  . Based on the findings of the   plots, a hyperbolic trend of the lower curve is detected, therefore, a square transformation of   is applied for the   plots. These   plots presented the highest kinetic potential and were chosen for further studying.

![The   plot analyses for the 6 EDs (Panels A--F) in 2010. The daily time series are characterized by numbers above the symbol in the plots.  , average retented patient;  , average ED departure velocity.](medi-95-e2972-g036){#F2}

### The Pan-Wen Constant (PW)

The Pan-Wen constant (PW) is defined as the slope value of the linear regression line in the   plots; where the physical unit of PW is (person h)^−1^. On the statistical aspect, the mathematical correlation between the two variants,   and  , can be assessed by the value of the coefficient of determination (R^2^). If the linear regression of the   plots shows a high R^2^, the relationship between   and   can result in a more reliable constant. The ratio of   is the slope of the linear regression line for the PW computing.

### EDMPU Turnover Number (EDMPU TON)

In ED kinetics, the EDMPU turnover number (EDMPU TON) is defined as the maximum number of clearance of 1 working bed in an observed hour by 1 EDMPU for all categories of patients in saturated condition. In a theoretical scenario, when the saturated patients arrive in an ED, 1 working bed will be occupied by 1 patient; however, an EDMPU is sufficient enough to offer medical service per occupied ED working bed. Depending on the physical meaning of the EDMPU TON, the value of the EDMPU TON can be formulated as (PW) × (ED working bed) × (EDMPU/ED working bed); where the physical unit can be modified as: \[person h\]^−1^ · bed · \[person · (bed)^−1^\] = h^−1^. The computation of EDMPU TON is analogized to the calculation of enzyme turnover number.

Statistic Analysis
------------------

The method of linear regression is applied to the   plots for modeling the relationship between   and  . If the ED retented patients have a square effect on the ED departure velocity persistently, a good R^2^ (near 1) will be achieved from the linear regression line to present the robust and recurrent relationships between these 2 terms.

For a 4-year analysis, each PW can be obtained annually from the   plots. The coefficient of variation (CV) is used to estimate the degrees of the dispersion of the different PW sets.^[@R24]^ Furthermore,  , where SD is the standard deviation and   is the sample mean. If the value of the CV is low, the PW is a robust and steady constant under a relative stable internal and external ED environment.

RESULTS
=======

The   plots clearly show closed cycles in time series which could be separated to an upper and a lower curve at the two critical end points of the 6th- and the 22nd-hour (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Approximately, the lower curve elevates gradually in a 17-hour series from 6 to 22, while the upper curve decreases in a top-down manner from 23 to 5. However, a disorganized node is observed in the lower curve from 10 to 18.

The ED busy hours could be defined as the observed time period where the ED arrivals exceed the ED departures. As Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows, the time period of 6 to 22 reveals the phenomenon of ED busy hours. This time period could be analogized with the lower curve of the   plots. Based on the hyperbolic trends in the lower curves of the   plots, a square transformation of   is applied for the   plot analyses. The linear regression line of the   plots present a good R^2^ (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}; Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}) which indicates a specific interaction between   and  ; therefore the   plots are suitable and accessible for subsequent kinetic analysis.

![The boxplot analyses for the 6 ED arrivals and departures in an observed hour for 2010. In order to improve the readability of the boxplots, the ED arrivals and departures are averaged monthly for every observed hour before they are applied in the boxplots. The medians of the ED arrivals are linked in red lines and the departures in blue.](medi-95-e2972-g059){#F3}

![The   plot analyses for the 6 EDs (Panels A--F) in 2010 with a truncated time period of 6 to 22. The linear regression lines and R^2^ are depicted in the plots.  , average retented patient; R^2^, the coefficient of determination;  , average ED departure velocity.](medi-95-e2972-g063){#F4}

###### 

The Kinetic Parameters of the 6 Emergency Departments in 2010

![](medi-95-e2972-g064)

The EDMPU TON and other relative parameters are shown in Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. As a criterion standard of ED performance, the EDMPU TON of Yunlin Christian Hospital\'s ED is the highest (0.4176 h^−1^) than the other 5 on patient flow promotion. Although Changhua Christian Medical Center is the largest ED among these 6, the EDMPU TON is 0.2812 h^−1^. The result indicates that the ED performance using the kinetic criterion standard of EDMPU TON is ED size-independent. This finding will break the conventional thinking of hardware- or personnel-based accreditations for ED performance. In order to evaluate the stability of PW, a statistic measure of CV can be applied for detecting the fluctuation of PW in a long-term observation. For a 4-year investigation, the CVs of the PW sets for the 6 EDs are shown in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} and Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} (see eTable 1 and eTable 2, Supplemental Content, which present the values of the R^2^ and PW in 2011--2013, respectively). The acceptable threshold of CV can be empirically considered under 20%; however, only the CV of Erlin Christian Hospital is slightly over this threshold (20.84%), while the CV of Changhua Christian Medical Center is even lower to 3.10%.

###### 

The CV Calculations for the PW Sets of the 6 Emergency Departments During 2010 to 2013

![](medi-95-e2972-g065)

![The stability analyses of PW in 2010 to 2013 for the 6 emergency departments; the CV of PW is depicted in the histogram. The bars in the PW plots represent (mean ± standard deviation). CV, coefficient of variation; PW, the Pan-Wen constant.](medi-95-e2972-g066){#F5}

DISCUSSION
==========

The pilot kinetic approach was conducted for the study of ED performance while a promising cycle was discovered to reveal the relationship between   and  . This relationship implicates that the ED retented patients may act as a critical factor for ED performance analysis.^[@R10]^ Moreover, this cycle elaborates the accelerating and decelerating phenomena in ED process hourly.

In this research, the values of   and   of the kinetic measurements for a period of 1 year are considered to attain a dynamic equilibrium between ED providers and patients. According to Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, a time period of 6 to 22 represents adequately the ED busy hours and the optimization hours for the ED performance evaluations; this time period is applied for all the assessments of this research. The variants of   and  , show a high linear correlation (0.8272 \< R \< 0.9365) in the   plots of 2010; therefore, the value of the regression line slope, PW, can be considered as a reliable kinetic constant for further estimations. It must be noticed that this constant states that the retented patients have a square effect on the departure velocity. The physical unit of PW is (person h)^−1^, which is the inverse ratio of the product of the patient number and the spent time for patient departure. That is to say, the ED providers adjust the time spent on the patients accordingly; if the patient numbers are high, less LOS can be provided by the EDMPUs, whereas, if the patient numbers are low, more LOS can be offered. Time adaptation could be one of the fundamental components of ED kinetics.

However, can the PW of an ED maintain a permanent and a persistent nature? In order to answer this critical question, the 6 EDs have been monitored for a period of 4 years, from 2010 to 2013, to detect the reliability of the linear regression model of   and  . The PW for every ED is based on a good linear correlation and regression of the   plots. The R^2^ of the linear regression lines of each ED for 4 years is shown in Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} and eTable 1 (see the Supplemental Content). The values of R^2^ of all the EDs are kept in a high level during the whole study period, fact which verifies that the linear regression lines are reliable and stable for the PW computation. Therefore, the PW as a fundamental element for ED performance evaluation is robust and trustworthy.

As the 4-year data (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) indicate, the PW of Changhua Christian Hospital shows a relatively low CV (3.10%). Moreover, for the remaining 5 branched hospitals the PW shows that all the CVs are lower than 21%, which can be an acceptable deviation from mean to reveal a minor dispersion among the data sets. In addition to this, the invariability of the PW may imply the invulnerability of an ED; this could be determined by another comprehensive study.

Another important kinetic parameter in this study is the EDMPU TON, which provides a kinetic measurement and establishes a criterion standard for an ED performance across different hospitals and countries. The EDMPU TON is the unique constant of an individual ED, regardless the grade of the ED. As the results showed, the ED of the Yunlin Christian Hospital has the highest value of EDMPU TON, even if this is not the largest ED compared to the remaining 5. Besides the workforce and the hardware of an ED, an efficient EDMPU TON could result in a well-managed patient flow and the improved implementation plans.

In order to discover the impacts of the trucked time period in ED performance analysis, the   plots for the time period of 0 to 23 in 2010 are investigated and compared in eFigure 1 in the Supplemental Content. The eFigure 1 can also indicate a specific interaction between   and   by a fair R^2^. Nevertheless, considering the performance aspect of EDs, the evaluation in busy hours is more objective for ED providers, because the efficiency of EDMPU should be at the highest level during this time period. From a kinetic viewpoint, the velocity directions of the upper curves are opposed to the lower curves; therefore, a diminished consequence of an ED performance evaluation will be obtained by using the time period 0 to 23 via the   plot analyses. This can be proved by the notable reduction in most EDMPU TONs of 2010 from the EDs of Changhua Christian Medical Center, Erlin Christian Hospital, Lukang Christian Hospital, Nantou Christian Hospital, Yumin Hospital, and Yunlin Christian Hospital which is 10.11%, 14.08%, 12.50%, 5.36%, 0.00%, and 14.94%, respectively. For these reasons, the lower curve of the   plots can be employed rationally to the intensive   plot analyses and kinetic evaluations.

According to the findings, the EDMPU TON is highly suggested to be a criterion standard for an ED performance evaluation because this kinetic parameter presents a long-term constant manner for ED operating processes to reveal the accustomed efficiency of the EDs. The EDMPU TON is a more accessible approach for the ED providers, since the input data such as the patient arrival time, the ED departure time, and the ED working beds use a standardized metric for every ED internationally.

How the ED providers benefit from the EDMPU TON to measure the ED performance? The EDMPU TON is obtained from a long-term observation of the ED efficiency; therefore, it presents a more reasonable "health condition" of an ED in terms of ED performance. If the EDMPU TON can be collected by the peer level of EDs, the ED providers will be aware of the performance of their ED among the ED cohort. The EDMPU TON provides various and improved features for ED performance evaluations, such as a long-term kinetic observation for robust results, a precise physical meaning on efficiency analyses, an accessible input data for computing, and a consensual metric for international applications. Conclusively, the EDMPU TON as a criterion standard could be suggested to ED performance accreditations for global use.

LIMITATIONS
===========

The prime limitation of this research is the selection of the time period 6 to 22, whereas the other approximate time periods are not discussed in this research. Based on statistic data, patients tend to visit EDs more frequently during the time period 6 to 22, which is sufficient to expound the kinetic features for ED performance analysis. The time period 6 to 22 represents the majority of countries and cultures; yet it is not absolute. Therefore the time period can be changed in accordance to the statistic data of each ED.

The PW of EDs can be affected by various factors; such as the medical personnel replacement, a new management policy, internal or external environmental modifications. However, the influence level on the PW of those factors could be proven by other researches. Other delicate curve-fitting methods may be applied to the PW extraction as well; however, the   plot analyses are more reachable in practice.

Although the EDMPU TON is a potential ED kinetic parameter, it cannot completely solve every issue for the ED performance. Additional aspects of the ED performance estimations^[@R4],[@R6],[@R25]--[@R28]^ can also be used to validate the reliability of the EDMPU TON and vice versa.
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